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1.
The purpose of this paper is to give an indication of the way in which
African statistical eervices have developed, the results so far. achieved, and the
action needed to ensure that adequate quantitative ;,information is available for'
planning of economic and social development.

2.

At the time of writing, international guidelines for the statistical

programmes of developing countries are-Wing revised and & new regional survey of
statistical organisation is "being conducted at the request of the eighth session
of the Conference of African Statisticians. The remarks in this paper will
therefore be of a general nature and are intended to assist in the interpretation
of these forthcoming more detailed studies-

3.

—

The first part of the paper consists of a general review of African

Statistical development and some of the factors "by which It has been influenced,;
In the second part there" is* an' examination df iiata' requirements and the means "by
whioh they can be fulfilled. A summary of *the principal considerations is given
in the third part of the paper.
. " "
.
.

..

RKVIBW OF STATISTICAL HBVBLOPMEUT

General trends and influences

■

■

Pre-independence period

4.

during the ten-year period before the majority of African countries achieved

inde'penfonoe it was appreciated that- Ifcedr development efforts-would need the
support of reasonably comprehensive statistical services. In theJBnglish-apeaking countries of the region, assistance wa^. provided mainly through long

assignments by expatriates and the general, ,aim-.was to establish permanentstatistical organisations with^h-the; oivil.service structure. Arrangements were,
a little different in the French-speaking countries .where more use was placed on
the use of visiting teams of experts for-speoialiaed,data collection purposes.

5«
This historical difference is worth mentioning because it probably left the
anglish-flpeaking countries with a slightly better basis for statistical develop
ment at tfce time of indepenoe and may still have some Lingering effects. However,
there are many other technical, admiBistrative and political factors whioh have
influenced statistical activities in individual countries.

6.
During the 1950s many countries made efforts to compile and publish data
from administrative sources in a systematic and comparable manner. These included
external trade, employment, industrial:and puMio finance statistics. It was perhaps during this period that the work of the United Rations first began to
have an impact in the statistical, field through.the widespread application of

easily^ftdaptable data classifications. ■ At the same time, the earlier version of

the VS System of National Accounts demonstrated: the possibility of using
statistics in a more integrated manner and countries of the English language
group found it a useful tool for the preparation of annual budgets and longer
term programmes. The French (Couroier) system found a similar place in the
remainder of the region.

-

-,

-■

'A

---

.

v.

7« * A further factor for whioh the 195^8 must claim some credit was the

realisation that African statistios can be effective only if there is a

determined effort to collect information direct from business establishments and

,ttte general public. Interest was probably initiated by the 1950 World £eneu*-t>£
Agriculture which drew attention to the importance of rural sectors. Some
countries whioh undertook agricultural surveys found that the work oould easily
*e extended to the collection of more general economic and social data. Bvsn
those whioh confined, their inquiries to urban household budgets and price
oolleotion contributed to the .general growth of field survey operations. In the
Industrial sector, regular establishment surveys be^an to appear well before
independence, although, limited in scope and coverage.
Activities after independence

8,

.

Following independence there was no spectacular development of African

statistics because it was necessary to. train looal professional staff in place
of expatriates and also to remedy acute staff shortages at sub-professional
levels. This reflects an important shortcoming of the pre-independenoe
activities. The 1960s were therefore devoted largely to training and the
establishment of ongoing statistical operations with the help of international
and bilateral teohnioal assistance. Political instability probably resulted
in fewer demands on statistical services than would have been expected at that
time, and the First United Nations Development Decade did not involve any comp
rehensive progress reporting system which might have accelerated the production
of quantitative information.

9-

Nevertheless, household survey activity continued to develop during the

earlier part of the deoade and there"were significant advances in industrial.
population and agricultural statistics asseciated with world census programme*
in these fields. Greater use wag also made of the UN and other systems of
national accounts as a means of integrating the collection and presentation of
statistics for overall policy purposes. Towards the end of the deoade, there

was a growing realisation of Africans plaoe^as an entity in the world situation,

whioh made it necessary to embark on serious expansion of statistical and

economic information services at the regional level.
Recent developments

10.

-■■

The 1970s and the Second United Nations Development Decade have already seen

events and changes in outlook'which will have an impact on African statistios

and will probably result in more streamlined and hopefully-speedier production

*

of data throughout the region.

11. The unified approach to economic and sooial development of the International
Development Strategy is fully consistent with the aims expressed in the region18

own basio<policy document. Implementation of this approaoh clearly requires the
re-orientation of statistical programmes along more comprehensive and integrated
lines. There are also formal arrangements for the reporting of progress at
national, regional and global levels whioh will encourage improvements in
statistics*

12.

Somewhat similar requirements became-apparent at the 1974 World Population

Conference which emphasised the relationship between population and development
and requested the collection of more comprehensive social and economic data
through surveys.

*'■
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13.

So f&r, "the effect of these factors on national statistics has not "been■■•■'.

noticeable, although it is now appreciated that social information needs rather

urgent attention.

Nevertheless they have a significant influence on the

activities of regional commissions which have had to produce increasingly up-todate information on economic and social situations and. encourage the support of
their member states in terms of better basic data supplies. Arrangements in
this respect will be discussed in the second part of the paper.

14.

It is probaole that recent world economic developments and problems are

having a greater influence on African statisics than the less tangible concept

of international development decades. They include the expansion of the
,
...
ftrpopean'Jioonomic Community and the resulting trade negotiations with African

countries, world monetary instability, fluctuations in primary commodity »riP«Sr

general effects of the oil crisis and the inflation in developed countries which
has necessarily affected the African region.

15.

These developments have drawn attention to the relatively small eoonomio

size of post African countries and the need for the region to act in a coordinated manner. Increasing demands on the regional statistical and economic
information servioe are a welcome sign of prospectsrfor concerted action._

16. Similar considerations apply to the region's efforts in respect of
term economic co-operation. Sub-regional economic groupings have so far
unstable and little progress has been made in multi-national industrial develop-,
ment. The important point is that the efforts are persistent and,, through one
means or another, must eventually succeed.

.

■

17* The basic conclusion in the light of recent developments is therefore that
Africa requires not only effective national statistical services, but also a
regional statistical office which is able to consolidate data for the whole
continent and provide technical guidance for the improvement of basic national
series. 30A is making progress in this respeot under, the direction of ™«

Conference of African Statisticians, while at the same time taking into account
the recommendations of other regional and international bodies.

18. Finally it is necessary to note the effects of current United Nations
technical assistance policies on statistical development. The new country
programming approach of the UN Development Programme has had ^results.
Firstly it has significantly reduced the technical assistance activities of JKA
tod other regional commissions in the field of economic statistics. Secondly It
has led to a reduction in assistance at the country level in the same field
mainly because national statistical offices have not been in a good position to
compete for reasonable shares of the Indicative Planning Figures.

19.

Problems arising from the statistical activities of UN speoiaUsedjgenoiee

are also becoming noticeable.

These agencies operate inj°°i1^°!>fion.ir;*^ > a

national ministries responsible for their particular subject fields and there is
often a lack of coordination with the national statistical services. «£•
therefore difficult for governments to determine priorities within their j

statistical programmes, the value of individual expert assignments is li*i*«
and the prospects for developing integrated data systems are reduced. These
problems are appreciated at the international level and an integrated «T^
™am*e of statistical assistance is being prepared as an interagenoy -,

Country TJUIP offices and government authorities- can also help to promote
co-ordination*

.
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20.

.-"

: ■■.■■..'

.

'

'

-

3faphasis placed on assistance in individual subject fields, particularly

population statistics, has recently caused imbalance in national and regional
statistical programmes. Population censuses and surveys are of major importance,

,
|

but ©an be damaging to other statistical efforts if organised in an ad hoc
Banner. As indicated earlier, the current requirement is to develop integrated

demographic, social and related household economic data;

further examined in later sections,

j

this question will "bm

\

"

j
J

21. The first conclusion arising from the foregoing comments on factors now
Influencing African statistical development is that countries of the region must
determine the importance they wish to attach to statistics as a basis for
•ocnomio and social development planning, short term eooriomio management and ■
administration, and as a service for private business. Having done this, they
will need to specify subject priorities in the form of overall statistical
programmes, preferably within the context of national development plans.

^

22. A-second basic consideration is that the region must be prepared to support
the development of a strong regional statistical service, because economically
small countries cannot easily assess their individual positions in the world

Situation and:their separate negotiating powers are limited.
Inputs1to statistical development

23.'' Following the brief review of factors influencing African statistical

activity, it is appropriate to examine some of the principal inputs to
statistical development.

'

4

24. The first requirement is of course an adequate sup ly of properly trained
manpower. On achieving independence, most countries of the region had at leMt
a small statistical unit and, in a few oases, fairly comprehensive and aotiv*
organisations had already been developed. However, the first and second sessions

;
t
[

of the Conference of African Statisticians in 1959 and 1961 were concerned to note the large proportion of statistical offices still managed by expatriates

and the generally small numbers of staff available*

The second session of the

Conference initiated an intensive training programme with the following

priorities: (l) efforts within the region should first concentrate on relieving
the acute shortage of middle level staff and (2) professional statisticians
should continue to be trained overseas pending the establishment of regional
facilities.

25.

tf

In 1961, two Frenoh and two Iinglish-*peaking middle level centres began.

■-

operations, together with a French-speaking project for the training of junior^
professionals. The French language group was provided with additional profession
al facilities in 1962 and, in 1964, one of the middle level centres also
Introduced professional, training.

An additional middle level centre was

established in 1965 for the Bnglish language group, but it was not until 19©9

that regional facilities at professional level became available for this groups

26. The training projects mentioned abMre were all designed to provide an
international service and all but one were set up with US assistance. One
Frenofe-speafcing middle level centre and one flnglish-speaking professional
project are still supported by UN. USBSCO- is assisting one of the original
centres and is developing new facilities in southern Africa.

B/CN.14/CAU-9/4
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27.
Total enrolments serve as- an indicator of. the amount of work carried out
by the training oentres and are summarised in the following.table. .The point,
of -interest is the wide disparity between the two language groups in the man-

years of training undergone.

This is of course due to the larger number of

French speaking, projects -and. in some cases to. their earlier establishment*

Man-years of -training, 196l/62 to 1972/73
Language of instruction

Level

No

French

Snglish

io

No

$>

No

Total

,

"fa

Professional
Middle level

2,214
1,583

78
69

626
703

22
31

2,840
2,286

100
100

Total

3,797

74

1,329

26

5,126

100

28.
The performance of training- activities can be measured in terms of .the
number of successful trainees emerging at the end of each complete course.
These figures are shown below in relation to thernumbers enrolled at the begin*
Ing of courses. For three-year courses, the enrolments are the numbers of

first-year trainees, admitted before,or during 1970/71.- ?ot two and one-year
oourses, the enrolments^also include 1971/72 an£ 1972/73 respectively. It will

be appreciated that trainees can join or leave at intermediate stages of
courses and some may repeat certain parts of the training. The comparison
between the original enrolment and final success figures is therefore only
approximate,

Enrolments and successes in complete training oourses
Language of., instruction

Level

•:

S

Professional

Middle level
Total

3 - Bnrolled

1/

29«

. Frenoh
.Frenoh
S

1, I49I/- 5O91
135 - 852
2, 284

1 ,3.61

*

.

44

•

English

a

Total
-

S

*

244

173
546

71
77

1 ,393

1 ,838

1

682
,398

76

947

719

75

3 ,231

2 ,080

64

75
60

f>

49

S - Successful

Bxcludes'trainees in the preparatory year at one centre.

Middle level courses appear to, bave maintained fairly consistent stand

ards, with success being achieved by three quarters of the trainees admitted.

At the professional level, however there is a difference between the French and
Bnglish-speaking oentres. In the former, much higher wastage rates have oc
curred in the earlier years of oourses, but this has probably been offset to

some extent by diverting unsuccessful professional trainees to middle level
oourses. In general, all the wastage rates noted above must be considered too
high in a region where each entrant is a great potential asset. They point /
to the need for very much more careful selection of trainees in future.
30.
Kith nearly 700 professional statisticians and 1,400 middle level staff
already trained, the regional training programme is approaching fulfilment of
its original objectives. Nevertheless, the staff position in many African
statistical offices remains unsatisfactory. One of the principal reasons - for
this is loss of trained personnel to other government departments, oommeroiaX
firms, etc*

Page 6

31 •;

At this, stage, it Is neoessary to "ask whether the priorities originally set

for the training programme were in fact correct.

The doubt arises from the loss

of staff noted, above and from the. continuing tendency of, most training courses

to be over—academic•
Hesults might have been better if the initial effort hftd
oonoentrated on severely practical training at the professional level, without
taking into account course structures in developed countries.
An earlier input

of professional statisticians dedicated' to the development of particular branches
of statistics might have provided a continuity in leadership which is atill
notably lacking.

It would also have given greater scope for the in-service

training of middle level 'personnel

in place of the expensive regional programme

described above.
<

32»

Against

thoughts along these lines is the general

at any level

concept that training

should be broad enough to enable capable persons to make further

progress.

However, statistical training has wide applications and rather olose
adherence to the;concept may have contributed to the heavy loss of staff from

African.statistical services.

The loss has of course been of benefit in other

. fields of national development, but this can hardly be regarded as compensation
for the setback to

1 33*

statistics.

Pro>lems of education and training are not peculiar to statistics.

Afrioa

has to consider them in respect of most subject fields*
Two lessons fairly
clearly evident from the African statistical training programme are that too
much-relianoe

should not be placed on the university level

arrangements of

developed countries and that an improvement in the secondary school facilities
of the region would greatly reduce the need for ad hoo training of middle level
staff. In any case, a co-ordinated effort is needed to ensure that statistical

training is developed along more practical lines in the future.
Country technical assistance experts

34*
There is no doubt that the provision of expert Assistance to individual
.countries is a major input t* African statistical development and that sCoh
services will be required for some time to come*
Sfmroes of this assistance
are the'United Nations and its specialised agencies, together with bilateral
donors.
Details of the expert assignments provided by UN during the two years

* ending in July 1973 are given in the following table.

UN statistical experts assigned to African countries
1 August 1971 - 31 July 1973
Subject field

North

Prices
Industry
Population

Sub-aregion
Vest
Central

Bast

Total

a
2

2
2

19
3
5

4

Data processing

Statistical organization
National accounts,
financial

statistics

1
2

Training
Sample surveys
Soonomic statistics
Trade and di'strilmtion
Total

7
9
3
4

5

and balance of paymerrta

■3

2

1

15

18

10

36

15

18
5
7

3
79

i >

B/CN.14/CAS.9/4
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35. Fully comparable figures for specialised agency activity are not available,
but the following table will probably be sufficient to indicate the order of
magnitude.

UN specialised agency statistical experts assigned
to African countries, 1 July - 31 December 1972
Sub-region

Agency

rth
2

ILO

West

Sast

Tot

7
35
13

1

1

9

11

9
7

2

4

18

17

21

73

3

FAO

6

UNESCO

1

WHO

4

8

13

22

Total

Central

3

2

36. Not'taking into account possible differences in lengths of assignments, it
appears that tfce amount of expert assistance provided through the specialised
agencies is about the same as that organised direct by UN Headquarters'. Un
fortunately there is no consolidated information on bilateral statistical
assistance, so the account given here is incomplete. Such assistance is known
to be considerable in some subregions of Africa.

.

37. In recent years there has been little change in the number of UN statistical
experts operating in Africa, i.e. those covered by the first of the above two
tables* There has however been a significant change in the pattern of activity,
Smphasia on .population statistics is evident from the table and assignments in

this field have increased during 1974;

all the experts concerned are financed

by the UN Fund for Population Activities. Also, a few of the training experts
indicated in the table were serving in projects which have since been completed.
There has therefore been some decrease in the statistical assistance financed by
the UN Development Programme, which reflects the position described in earlier
paragraphs. It is also interesting to note that some important fields such as

industrial statistics and sample surveys are receiving very little attention.
Regional advisory services

38» Regional statistical advisory services have always been regarded as an
important supplement to the work of country experts and a very useful co
ordinating factor in Afrioan statistical development.

39. During its first ten years of operation BCA normally had five statistical
advisers specialising in national accounts, public sector statistics, demographic
statistics and sample surveys. Additional work was and still is carried out by
staff members. However, budgetary restrictions gradually reduoed the original

team and there are now only two experts dealing witji national accounts and

economic

surveys.

40. Nevertheless regional advisory services have been affected by the emphasis
on population in the same way as country experts. The African Census Programme
has provision for eight regional advisers concerned with the various aspects of
census-taking. However, efforts are now being made to establish a much broader
programme aimed at the post-censal development of permanent household survey
capabilities in Afrioan countries. This will also require advisory services and

provide more comprehensive assistance in improving African statistics.

The

8

position is described in more detail in the second part of this paper.

41.

The principal point of interest With respect to regional advisory. _

'

services is their usefulness and cost in relation to country experts. BCA has.
always felt that good regional statistical advisers can very much reduce the
need for long term country experts-.- This has certainly ^en thencaa^in+4_

|

sample surveys and national accounts and the method-can be equally effective
in other fields. There is the further advantage that regional advisers are in
a better position to promote the co-ordination of activity between countries
and to ensure the use of standardised definitions, classifications, etc.

.

42.
Against the advantages of regional advisory assistance there is the ^
problem of finding really good experts who are willing to undertake a CO£V
siderable amount of travelling. It also has to be noted that regional advisory
work in some non-statistical fields has not been satisfactory, which has
tended to lower the reputation of this form of technical assistance.
...

*

A\." Although there has-been strong support for the idea of ..employing regnal^

advisers instead of country experts there is no evidence a\^e ?^f^^m|-^ .*
that the latter-have outlasted their usefulness.

The aim should therefore/fee...

to use both, forms' of assistance in- a^udicious and complementary manner..,.
Methodology

&;

*;"

'■•

'

■

' ■-' "

,,:. .. .

■■

-

"Winte the last quarter of a centmy the; international recommendations^--

and g&Selines o'rt statistical methodology, definUipns, classification's and_
the^cp^brmnated presentation of data have become basic working tools of

official statisticians, particularly in- developing countries.
activities,

IT-

IS

iar

eaaier

x"

uo&J.«

nj.f««

-

—-

--.

o—

-

-

-

MoreovGr
Moreover

the
the us©
use

ofi
of, internationax
international

-.

recommendations is the essential means of producing internationally popparAU
statistics.

.

'

■

.-■

.

-

■

Commission on which all regions are represented.

-

...........

■

. ;.

_ ...

Research leading to international recommendations> -th« ^^"^HglLd

of the UK Statistical Office and the statistics divisions of the UK specialised
agencies, but an increasing amount of the necessary material is ^oom^:;..

Available from: the regional commissions and other-agencies.

tions are'considered and revised by working• groups at world level and the

opinions of the regional agencies are also sought.

In principle, *e.^«^

versions are an optimal compromise intended to meet the requirements,of the
world community or specific kinds of country to which they may be directed.
47.

It is in the application of these recomine-ndations that regional commiss-

tons are most-active. Promotional and. training work %s usually necessary and

adaptations have to be worked out in the light of local^-conditions a^P^cl«

Natiohal statisticians also-hav, to be given ^^^f^&^
their activities.

.

Draft recommends .

The 'ino&t convenient and onlysimpaxtial metho4. o

these requirements lies- in the organisation of ^ional semin^? a
groups, General policy questions relating to the application of

J
;

t
..

The subject fields for which such standards,,are «*JJ"£?4 ^d *he

,

*

.

policies and priorities for the work are proposed oy the m Statistical

46.

,.

-

45. " In this paper it is probably sufficient, to comment briefly on regidnal :
activities concerned with the formulation and application of statistical

standards.

;..

. r

^

th
dt thm
up such
arrangements andd then
adapt
them to locaL
local, requirements than to build .up
auoh
■ "■ ■. ■•..-' ..- from
tt."'
t'_
j _ ___.i
__j ai ««
arrangements
basic
principles.

p..

_

In establishing

new activities, it is far easier to begin wi,th a set of generally accepted
new

■

I
I

j
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'

are dealt with by the regional Conferences of Statisticians and other meetings
with broad subject covei-agb.
African projects of these, types in which the fiCA

Statistics Division has. "been directly involved are summarised in the following
table.

BCA meetings in statistics and related subjects

1959 - 1973
-" :

Type of project

.

.

"

.

■

Humber

Projects concerned with individual subjectsNational accounts
Sample

14

surveys

Economic surveys
Industrial statistics

Labour statistics (in collaboration with ILO)

'
:

■

',- • '

•

. External trade and balance of payments
Demographic statistics and demography

■

3
1
4

2

4
12

Policy, programming and other general meetings
■

.:.,'..

48,

':

Conference of African Statisticians

8

Sub-regional- consultations
Meetings on statistical training and development

2
4

.

.

Total

54

The relatively large number of national accounts meeting reflects the

interest shown in this subject as a means of integrating the collection and
analysis of many kinds of.data.
Similarly, attention has been given,to
demographic statistics over a long period.
Some other subjects, such as sample
surveys, appear to have been treated rather lighily.
However in this particular
case there were active regional advisory servioes available for most of the

period,

.

'

49* It has often been asked whether regional statistical meetings are useful.
Some.of the reasons for organising them have been described above and the

Conference of African Statisticians has .consistently expressed the wish that the

meetings and their related documentation should continue. At its eighth session,
the Conference agreed that countries should .begin to think in terms of more
technical and financial responsibility tor these projects. It should be borne
in mind that the meetings are organised in a world context of statistical
development and so are always well supplied with methodological and other

material.

Status of African statistical services

50. The following notes are based largely on a survey of statistical organisa
tion carried out in 196"9« A new inquiry is currently being- undertaken, but
results are not yet available. The remarks deal only with the organisation and
status of statistical services;
their output is considered in the second part
of the paper.

51*

The 1969 survey was concerned mainly with structural questions, staff, etc

and responses were received from 28 countries.
In ten of these countries, the
statistical office was located in the office of the President or Prime Minister,

in 16 it was in the Ministry of Planning and in the other two it was in the

Ministry of Finance.

In seven countries of the first group, the planning agonoy

B/CN.14/0AS.9/4
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;

'

"

...

' "•

was also located in the office of the President or Prime Minister, which means
that in 23 cases the statistical office and planning agency were in the same

organisational unit.

'

Statistical offices in only 12 of the 28 countries kept

their own accounts.

52.
The figures indicate that close links have been established between
statistics and planning in many countries, but suggest that statistical offices
are often in a subordinate position.
Nevertheless it must be noted that 25 of
the countries possessed statistical laws, which would give some decree of
independence to data collection and processing.

53*

Budgetary information obtained in the survey suffered from coverage and

classification problems.

than US $50,000 to more

US $391*000.

Reported annual levels of expenditure varied from less
than one million dollars, with a national average of

This figure seems high in view of the small scale of "operations in

many countries and is only accounted for to
operations

the extent of US $71,000 by speoial

such as censuses and surveys.
......

■■

54»
Structure of national statistical services was another question of special
interest.
In three of the reporting countries there was only a central
statistical office and one country had a central statistical office with a field
organisation.
11 countries reported a central office and statistical units in
other ministries, but made no mention of a field organisation.
The remaining 13
countries reported a central office, field organisation and other statistical
units.

55*
The two points of interest in these figures are the existence of field
organisations or branches of the central office in only half of the reporting
countries, and the use of statistical systems which were at least to some extent

decentralised in 24 of the 28 countries.

In only three cases did the oentral

office have direct control over statistical units in other ministries}
informal consultation was the normal method of co-ordination.

56.

in others

The staff position with respect to central offices and field organisations,

i.e. excluding other statistical units, is shown belows

'
,

Nationals

Central office
Professional s
Middle level
Others

.Others

■

195

483
1,854

53
9
27

Field organisation

and branch offices
Professionals
Middle level
Others
Total

13
99
1*476

3

4,120

92

...
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»
for making better use of available resources in the future

, the uSe of

inquiries which sometimes leads to underemployment.

!

plans.

lilililliiir
tion of activities and other factors is not yet known.

;

.

DATA REQUIREMENTS AND THEIR FULFILMENT

National and international requirements

fil.

Some of the factors which have led to a demand for statistics at national

Broadly, the position is as follows.

of information

.

l/CNd4/CAS.9/4
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^ographica! basis, sub-regional economic co-operation r^uires adequate data
for working out viable joint efforts.

produotion,

trading

and

other

65. The compilation and analysis of data at national, ^-refeional, regional

^ global- levels is in no sense • ""^f^SX longrun they are *«,
are the originators of the basic raw material,™l\

because international

the users cf the compilations for wider ^«^«

en indlTldual

should he borne in mind with respect to the applxc *f™£

Africa.

Firstly, African oountrl.. are onl? oust^eginning

appreOiate that

^PP^ J^^t^_

world fuel and currency problems..

«7.

,he second raain- point, is that i^ernationallyo-r^ed^at^a.e usefuX

only if they are up-to-date. *°»?f» -*"*1 ^^tion- hi^orical information
to he undertaken in the light of the °^e^'^*l^;jioi.8 have made efforts
is not very helpful.

In recent years ECA and other ag

to produce estimates of essential agsreeative and commodity

offaet the

0B-1

of current official figures. ^^f^J"J^t to material from many

iln^Te^

' '■■

^■p +>><* ttw Svstem of National Accounts (SKA.)

68. The earlier
and revised ™f°»V0*tXuon
in
ear
fV0tXuon ^comprehensive gaidanoe
gai
^"^^U
i tota.
tot
have undoubtedly been the V*«W* ^"^^Ueconomic
Together with
the collection, presentation and analysis of ^finitions, the revised SNA

T

rrSrf^^rf :^

cf economic statistics,

p

analysis and projections

Commission agreed

element
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71*

■

~:

j

;

!
r

The same session of the Commission also examined data needs for reviewing

progress during the Second UN Development Decade.

A set. of economic and sooial

indicators had originally been envisaged in this connection but, although ■;
useful in themselves, the indicators were not considered a satisfactory basis
for comprehensive appraisal work or for the systematic collection of relevant

data.

Again it was recommended that the establishment of basic statistical

!,

series should be the primary objective.

It*

:;

As a result of these discussions the UN Statistical Office is revising the

1959.recommendations on Statistical Series for the Use of Less Developed

Countries in Programmes of Bconomic and Sooial Development, Series M No. 31.
An outline of the new document was reviewed Tby the eighth session of the
conference of African Statisticians and a progress report was made to the

eighteenth session of the UN Statistical Commission in October 1974. Work Is
continuing and it is also expected that revised economic and social indicators
will be developed in conjunction with the new recommendations for statistical
series.

73* There will therefore be guidance for the co-ordinated^collection and
compilation of data at both national :!and international levels. This paper
makes no attempt to present a detailed list of requirements because the
information is available in the appropriate documents. Here the main,concern
is how statistical recommendations should be implemented under African conditions.

74. In BCA it has been realised that Information on principal trends and
developments must be available for the whol.e region at the end of each calendar.

year. As a result there are; now systematic arrangements for collating basic
information from all possible sources and country visits have also been used to '
obtain up-to-date material. In addition to making an annual• assessment of the

position in individual countries, it is now possible to provide preliminary """'■'

national accounts estimates which are gradually refined as better figures

bebome available.

The latter have led to closer contact with a number of

agencies interested in African development,

75* These regional data collection and compilation activities have to be.
oonsidared in relation to the overall international reporting arrangements.
The general position is that, beoause the United Nations is organised.on a
subject basis, its specialised agencies are responsible for collecting dattf in
their own.fields,, while more general, tppics are handled by- the UN Statistical

Office'. Until recently the regional economic commissions haye not collected
data except for certain limited purposes. The need for. more'up-to-date

information is now resulting in some change in these arrangements and it. is
likely that there will be a reasonable degree of decentralisation in data

collection within the general constraint of maintaining proper international
00-ordination.

-

Availability of African statistics
76.

One of the simplest, means of indicating the availability of African

statistics is'to examine th&' material used in compiling the Economic Data

Summaries which are prepared by the ECA Secretariat for 45 individual countries
and revised at regular intervals., tfhe table given in Annex I shoVs.the latest

years for which certain key aggregates had been received in December 1973. This
gives a broad but fairly useful indication of the timeliness and availability of
some of the more important African statistics.

>
':
'

^
]y
•

(
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77 • From the table it will be seen that out of 45 countries the numbers for
which at least some 1972 data had been received for each of the main fields^ "b

December 1973 were as follows (the position of 1969 data received by December

1970 is included for comparison)s

Number of countries

By Dec. 1973

By Dec. 1970

1969
Hational

accounts

Bxternal trade
Bleotricity production
Mineral production
Agricultural production
Manufacturing production ,
Transport

10-

3

33
27 ,
23

1
1

15
25
8

Health facilities

2

Banking and finance
Balance of payments

Prices (wholesale or retail)

1-

36

Education
Public finance

1968/9

37 .
37
15
37

.

■

Total

1972

•ii ■

12

-39
34
28

-

10

32

4

19

39
31
34
33
18

17

16

7
9

l

2
2
—

.

35

32

3
39
39

11
40

37

15

1971/2

■

4-

...

2

2
1

7

.

T ota

; " 16

41
33
35
40

2

20

2

37
32

16
—

1

41

1

20

2

37

2

11

41/
42
22
39

78. Compared with the position at December 1970 in respect of 1969 data there
was a considerable improvement in the availability of both national accounts
data and balance of payments information.

Mineral production statistics were

...

very much more up-to-date and some improvement was also noted in external trade,
agricultural production and price statistics. By means of a simple questionnaire
onoe a year together with the data collection visits mentioned above, it was
possible to bring the education and health information more up^tb-date, but it

will be seen that for only .11 countries out of 45 were basic health data (numbers
of hospital beds and doctors) available for 1972 by the end of 1973.

Amongst the

subjects listed, the main areas In whioh up-to-date material was lacking at the
end of 1973 were still national aocounts, balance of payments, manufacturing
production and health facilities.
Special problems in African statistics

79.

Having dealt briefly with the availability of African statistics, it seems

appropriate to mention some of the problems which beset data collection in the t
region. The purpose in doing so is .to provide a basis for suggesting remedial
action.

.

..

•

80. Problems of an organisational nature have already been examined in the first
part of this paper. The position with respect to the remainder is summarised
below in the light of data requirements for development efforts in the immediate,
future*

Btm

'

External trade, is perhaps the most important field in which statistics are r

needed.

The data are essential for development planning and attention has already

been drawn to special requirements arising from the current trade negotiations.
These statistics are fairly well developed in Africa., but improvement have to
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be made

"to bring them to

requirement is earlier

their full potential.

82<f

regional

data*

The major

and mo3t obvious

also problems of
unreoorded movements of goods between African countries due-*to the length of
land frontiers, which may be tending to increase as a result of exchange
control restrictions, administrative difficulties in obtaining import licences,
etc*
It is also notable that countries which belong to customs unions or have
special trade agreements sometimes do not publish complete trade statistics.
The coverage problems, particularly with respect to intrv-African trade,
necessarily make

availability of the

There aro

trade promotion efforts less effective.

'Demographic data are probably the next main requirement,, but about half

the countries of the region found themselves without sufficient resources to

participate in the 1970 round of population censuses•
As a result tho African
Census Programme was financed by the W Fund for Population Activities, but
census'taking-is still proceeding slowly.

Soma censuses have

shown unexpected

ly high population growth rates and the World Fertility Survey and other
projects will have the task of explaining the underlying causes.
Surveys are
alse being increasingly U3ed to estimate vital rates, but thoro has so far
be.en little success in establishing effective civil registration schemes.■

83*

The principal deficiency in African statistics concerns the household

sector*
Much of the information required can be obtained only through surveys
and activity in this field declined considerably at the end of the 1960s.
This
was dua, at least, in part, to the need for diverting survey resources to
censuses of population and agriculture*.
Renewed interest in household surveys
is now evident in many countries of the region*.

84"

Lack of adequate data on households is being felt as a severe constraint

on plan and policy formulation for a number of reasons.
Among these, the
unified approach to economic and,social development adopts! in both the
International and African Development' Strategies is probably tho main con
sideration.
If the improvement of human well-being is regarded as the ultimate
aim of development, rather comprehensive

and oontinuous information on house

holds is rsquired*

85*

Other raoro specific problems concerning household data include the effort

to reduce

the

dual

nature

of- Afrioan economies and the

need for bettor

information on household income, structure, consumption and productive activity
as a basi3 for assessing the effects of particular projects, economic controls
and policies9
The data available at present are inadequate for planning
purposes and it is probable that many groups of people throughout the region
are experiencing adverse results from development efforts which are not
accompanied by adequate reporting systems-

86,

Africa of course faces the general difficulty of assessing the results of

social and economic service, activities organised on a public or semi—public

bas-:.Po
T-npv.tr: oaa. bo recorded without difficulty and broad information is
available in government development plans, budgets, etc, but bhoro in no
information-on the outputs in terras of economic and social results.
The new
system of social and demographic statistics may be of hslp in this respect.

87-

Prioe statistics at producer and purchaser levels are of increasing

importance in ths current world and African situation and are directly relevant
to the assessment to the measurement of currency values*
Apart from the
problem of defining commodities with any degree of accuracy, data collection is
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not too difficult, but many African countries have riot dbne more than reoord
retail prices in their principal cities. Price data are also relevant to the
estimation of sectoral growth rates in real terms, for which purpose the
minimal requirement is

88.

an assessment of distribution, margins.

'

The next major question, which should perhaps have been given higher;"

priority in terms of its appearance in the present discussion, is industrial

statistics.
Considerable efforts have been made to improve statistics in this
field but; in addition to late availability of the data, there is a significant
problem relating to their coverage.
Industrial statistics are usually based on
registers of know establishments above a given minimum size, but systematic
arrangements for estimating the coverage of the registers and the production of
■smaller establishments are often lacking.

89.
Employment statistics obtained through establishment returns suffer from
the same deficiencies as noted in the last paragraph, although the coverage is
usually a little better.
T'he only sources of more comprehensive information on
the economically, activa population are population censuses and labour force
surveys.
Some African countries have felt that the definitions of eoonomio char
acteristics are sufficiently imprecise to warrant the exclusion of these data
from their oensuses, while labour force surveys are expensive due to geographieal clustering of persons with similar characteristics.
Nevertheless it has to
be borne in mind that,
be overcome,

a great

if the lack of household survey activity noted above can

deal of employment data can be incorporated in ongoing

survey.

90.
More will be said later about national accounts and related subjects, but
there are some general problems which should be mentioned here.
Because
national accounts assimilate data from many sources, they tend to appear later
than the component basic series.
Many countries also delay publication until
they feel reasonably certain that the figures will not require further
correction.
In the light of actual performances this approach is iinjustified
because African national accounts are frequently revised after publication.
91*

More important,

the current conservative attitude to national accounts

data is far from realistic in terms of information requirements.

As pointed out

earlier, governments should be able to take concerted action in respeot of
economic problems affecting the region ljicL up-to-date aggregative data are

required in determining appropriate actions and policies.
In this situation it
is important that individual countries should collaborate with EGA and other
international agencies in compiling really up-to-date material.
A further
thought in this connection is that collective action in solving short term
economic problems and in improving the regional data base will help to promote
future economic oo-operationc

92.
A longer term problem in African national 'accounts corioerns the lack
of atandardicod technical arrangements.
Tho region has accepted the revised
UK System of National Accounts for the presentation of data, but many countries
are still using the earlier version of the SNA or the French system.
Conversion
is not particularly difficult, but the slow rate at which it is taking place is
leading to problems of data presentation and analysis at the regional level•,.

/
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There are also -e ^^^^i^^X^i^Tl^^ 30

„

countries have maintained with currency areas.

national statistical services

„.

The earlier part of this paper ^

respect to statistical organisation and
the most important of those, was ^"
programmes, even in the case of ^

natiottal statistical.

pSaUons. This would go a long
pe

way towards ensuring a proper and »£*££

atatistics in the overall-

gso drawn to the exowing impact

structure: of public activities. At*,n.tio»
^ ^
of world economic proUen^on Afr
a^d tho i p ^»
information to assist in finding «>luttona. ^l*™™.

of providing. adequate

Development Decade was
and integratine social

of°Selo6pir, more svstematic and

up-to-date data reporting

96.

The second part of the paper has so ^

of the more^orta^Afrioan^ ati tic

^

and

t0 make aorae

Afi-ican statisticians.

97.

Host people in government are

essential service, hut have no °£

statisticians have tended

consequently do not give strong

e

to associate themselves with Planninf
within government, hut the Pl™^

most understanding groupe

not yet achieved satisfact- .

^rr^ce^i^or^hilhTasielieved

?™Bo Lcepted a considerahle

the prohXem of finding resources

for statistics at the expense of coordination.

98. The simplest solution under these conditions ^^^
review of statistical -aui--^ ^ ^eTthe chairmanship of a wellcommittee consisting of senior officials under xne o
determine the
respected minister. The objectives of ^.»^rn^nt operations, to
place of statistics within the overal1 co"*9^ f^f^
establish a fully co-ordinated Programme of work which

ministries and departments and, in so doing, to promo
of what the statistical service has to offer..
1

y

inv^lve a numher of

UBaw8t«ding

Tv,+»f.-rH HciDlinary committees

are

99. There is nothing .new in this proposal. Elation censuses and ether major

B/CIT.14/CAS.9/4
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'■".-■

the coordination and planning of field survey activities, and they have been

employed'in a few countries on the broader basis suggested above for the
promotion*and development of comprehensive statistical-programmes,

»

100. Statisticians may feel that committee work of this kind is time-consuming
and detracts from their basic technical contribution to statistical development.
This is true, but if the work results in a better understanding of statistics

and more adequato resources for its development, the time is well spent.

There

may also*vbe a feeling that the establishment of. committees will reduce the
responsibilities of central statistical offices.
This is untrue because
statistical offices are the only bodies available to implement enlarged program©es and to undertake detailed co-ordination with other agencies. There are other
advantages in that the existence of a committee may make it easier to solve
problems relating to salaries and working conditions of statisticians which
^
are of concern in some countries.

101* However, statisticians wishing to embark on the kind of approach outlined,
above must first make sure- that they can present concrete offers to their
governments'in terms of performance* Fortunately this question can be
considered in respect of (l) immediate objectives which do not call for any

great'increase in existing statistical resources and ( 2) longer term develop-

-■ -.-

ment which requires expansion of data collection and processing capabilities
and possibly the introduction of better methodology.

102. Most African statistical offices have a reasonable amount of basic data a$ .
their disposal and it appears rather slowly in the form of general bulletins
and yearbooksj plus specialised reports on statistics of trades industry, etc.
BOA country visits during recent years have shown that there is a large amount
of additional material available from other government agencies in published or
semi-published form. If all this information could be properly co-ordinated,
or if it could just be published more quickly and be sent to the right users

by airmail, the result would probably be.sufficiently startling to show that
Afrioa is already taking an-interest in its own future on the basis of factual .
information.

.

-■■■'"

103. Better arrangements for data publication and distribution would alone be
sufficient justification for initiating the steering committee operations
suggested above. Results would be rewarding with a minimum of effort and would
greatly improve both national and international statistics.

.
-

...

104. Longer term development involves essentially the finding of solutions to
the special problems enumerated in the previous section. The interesting point
about the topics discussed in that section is that they all involve, to a
greater or lesser degree, co-operation between the statistical office and other
government agencies. It may be useful to examine the question of solving
current problems in relation,to the organisational linkages which have to be
strengthened for this purpose.

105. The bulk of the data required in compiling external trade statistics is.
provided by customs authorities. For some commodities such as gold and diamonds
it may come from specialised marketing agencies and for others where frontier
traffic is not adequately recorded, estimates have to be based on information
relating to cattle transit stations, vehicle movements, etc. Also the solution
to incomplete trade data published by member countries of some customs unions

.

//
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probably involves ministries' of finance.

/

Central Banks operating exchange

controls serve as a useful check cm external

trade series.

106. It will therefore "be seen that the production of timely and comprehensive
trade statistics is not just a matter of streamlining customs records and
aooelerating their processing in the
important contributions
107. Much

the

same

to make

statistical

office.

situation is evident with re3poot

Projects being conducted under

Other agencies have

and a co-ordinated operation is necessary.
to population censuses.

the African Census Programme

behind schedule and one of the reasons is

the

are

considerably

difficulty which governments are

having in organising mapping,

transport, publicity, headquarters facilities,
and the provision of census staff on an inter—agency basis.
In post—censal
operations such as the further investigation of growth rates, ministries of
health, housing and others should be fully involved.
The eventual establishment
of comprehensive civil registration will require the maintenance of recording
facilities "by local government «r health authorities.

108. The collection of adequate household sector statistics will call for the
establishment of permanent field survey organisations

has not already been done.

in countries where

this

Such organisations can normally b© most conveniently

managed by the central statistical office, but it has to be >orne in mind that
the aim is to develop continuing supplies of integrated demographic, social and
related economio statistics.

A multi-disciplinary approach to the programming
of household surveys is therefore necessary if the right data are to be collect

ed and effectively used.

A further factor to be considered is that permanent
survey organisations will also be conoerned with the collection of statistics
on prices, industry, employment, etc, s# their activities are relevant to all

forms of direct data collection*
109. Apart from the problem of definition noted above, price statistics at
producer and purchaser levels

do not present any special difficulties and- the

work can be handled entirely by the statistical office.
Nevertheless the
detailed advice of ministries of agriculture, industry, etc is usually needed
for the development of a satisfactory recording system.
110.

In industrial

statistics

problem mentioned earlier*

attention

Again,

clearly has

to

be

given to

the

coverage

a permanent survey organisation provides the

solution because it enables the production of very small establishments to be
investigated on a sample basis.
Although this work is normally handlwd by
statistical offices, inquiries have to "he planned in collaboration with
ministries of commerce and industry and planning agencies to keep data collection
activities in line with current policy and development issues.
111.

Similar considerations apply to employment statistics,

establishment returns and surveys.
the

coverage of establishments.

labour force

surveys

The

which involve both

Use of the field organisation can improve
same organisation can include periodic

in its programme,

or,

if costs

are

a limiting factor,

employment data can be collected at the preliminary enumeration stage of most
household surveys,

information-

giving a more continuous but less satisfactory supply of

Planning of employment inquiries calls for collaboration with

ministries cf labour.

112. &ron national accounts,
of available basic data,

which are essentially a co-ordinated presentation

carnot escape

the need for an inter-agenoy approach*

Page
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If statistic-alL-officee wiph

to

oo"C5cra±e-iB'-tlu-prodTiotlo^-of

estimates of economic performance advocated in this paper,

Issues which involve other agencies*

fchs ofirly ,

...

.

thoro ara policy

The application of tho revised UN System

of National Aocounts requires the agreement of planning agencies which may "boImprovement of
■
'.

reluotant to aooept changes in well-established series*
specific "branches of national

accounts

capital' formation and public accounts,

data,

o,ga

external

transactions,

can be achieved only with the

assistance

of the agencies directly responsible ->

I

The one special problem not so far covered In-> this review is the
measurement of the output of public services and the

I

assessment of whether,-

oapital formation is being channelled in the right;directions.

\

The first

part of this question will to soms extent be taken into account in the. new
system of social

i
•

and demographic

statistics;

but

it will be

sorse

-

■

time before

there are any firm international recommendations.
It sesrcs that the only
agencies concerned with the
formulation of national budgets and plans to review the effects of-these

reasonable possibility at present'is for all
expenditures

on a commoneense basis in the

light of all available

data.

114« The forogoing attempt to look at the-action rog^uirod cf African statistical
offices in the light of inter-agency collaboration enables roq.uiromonts to )»e
expressed in a few* fairly simple groups of activities*.

(1)
.

Co—ordination and acceleration of all national data collection
Mid publication,' which can be aehioved without significant
additional resources*

(2)

Improvement of external trade statistics with respect to both

(3)

Fulfilment of current commitments with reepact to population

tijielinosc and coverage..

'

censuses ana iEplemantation o€ necessary folloif-up

(4)

oporations-

Eationalination and expansion of direct data collection fron
households e.nd establishments through tho develcptaent of permanent'
field survey organisations, with the objectives of socuring

continuing supplies of integrated demographic, sooisl and relaiiad
econoBiio data,

priceB-

J
t

{

(5)
■

and extending the

etc*

'

covera-ge of statistics of industry^
■

Standardisation of national accounting arrangoraenis, improvement
of data on particular components, and .the m^ro active uoo of
national accounts for the examination of economic, trends and

problems on an up—to—date "basis.

115« No mention has "been made hero of agricultural statistics5 but it has to
consideration in relation to the

"be "borne, in mind thrvt they need special

overall statistical programme*
Sven if production and othar data are collected
by a separate field organisation, there are obvious requirements for 00—ordina
tion and certain kinda of agricultural statistics may be collected, in house
hold surveys.

-.-.-...

.

116« It ip clear that none of the requirements specifis-d above can be met

■

satisfactorily by small government statistical offices whioh roly only on .

informal contacts with other ministries and dspartmontse
Thi3 cciioluslon
leadB back to the first and principal recommendation made In this section otf

■
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the papers - standing inte^-agency committe6s are needed for the planning and

co-ordination of statistical work at the national level.

117. The provision of adequate statistics has to be regarded as an essential
national service which involves the participation of agencies throughout tfce
governmental system.
Committee work, although irksome, is the simplest means

of ensuring wider understanding and of oo-ordinating resources. Its success in
the case of statistics will depend mainly.on the effectiveness of preparatory
work carried out by heads of statistical offices. Proposals for statistical
development' have to be simple, concrete and clearly viable. They also have to
"be supported by convincing explanations of the contributions which individual
projects will make to economic and social" development efforts,

»

•

-.

Development og_aLregional statistical service,

118. The BCA statistical programme has two objectives;

(!) development of-

African statistical organisations and (2) provision of a regional statistical
service.

The first of these involves projects of a technical assistance nature*

i.e. regional advisory services, training and the application of standard
methodology. A brief examination of trends in technical assistance will be left•
until the next section of this paper. The present section is concerned with
the action needed in building up the regional information service.

119. Reasons for establishing such a service have already been discussed at
length.

Current work comprises the preparation of regular publications,

conduct of statistical studies intended to assist in filling some of the more
important data gaps, and responses to ad hoc requests for information. It
should aaso be noted that the data compilation and processing activities

provide inputs for BOA*s annual Survey of Economic Conditions m Africa and the
regional biennial progress reports for the Second TO Development Decade.

120. Because this paper has placed so much emphasis on the need for up-to-date

material covering the whole region, it seems appropriate to befein the discussion,
with.a description of the national accounts estimation exercise and related.
a6tivities mentioned earlier.

.

'

.

121. During the third quarter of each year, 30A visits are made to about £
the countries of the region.

Larger, countries are visited annually and the

smaller ones onoe every two years. The visits provide a means of collecting _
the most recent information and of making, an on-the-spot assessment of economic
progress ;and problems. They are also intended to assist in accelerating the
distribution of data through the normal channels of national statistical
publications, economic surveys, international luestionnaires* etc.

122. Information obtained in this way is added to that reaching the secretariat
from all other sources and is consolidated in Economic Data Summaries for 45
individual African countries. These are prepared towards the end of each year
and contain estimates of the probable economic outturn for the current year.

123. The most important productive sector in Africa is agriculture and
performances are often difficult to estimate. Therefore, at the end of each
■
year, the preliminary figures on changes in gross domestic products are revi©vea

in tne light of agricultural production data supplied by FAO.

This leads to the

first consolidated set of estimates for the region, aub-regions f1* ^victual,
countries, which is normally available in the February or ..arch following the
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relate.

At about the same time, a regional-review of

Indioatora

i

rir« J e material from national and£
and a working agreement with FAO.

me

aesorip^iuu x

and the following points have to be taken into account.
126. Countries of the region are "beginning tc
««*-o«^v>+ r.-p A.-p-rioan oerformanoe

assessment

01

Airioan

poa-luj.010,1*-=
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130. BCA has two series of Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa*
A, which dials
with the direction of tojial trade for about 35 countries, and 3, which gives
commodity trade data "by direction for 16" countries. Both BBC and 3CA have a outoff at the US $1,000 level for individual commodities.

131 • The limited coverage of the I3CA Series B document arises from & long
standing agreement with the UN Statistical Office that neither agency will
duplicate the material published "by the other, tut the variation in amount of
detail,arising from the different cut-off levels should be noted* To some
extent this problem is overcome by the more detailed information available from

1 i

132. There is a growing feeling in the BCA secretariat that the international

consolidation of African trade data is not providing the region with the

material it needs for negotiating satisfactory arrangements in a changing world

situation. This'view was shared'by the eighth session'of the Conference of
African Statisticians in November 1973, but it was appreciated that SCA has
neither the processing nor the printing capacity to deal With detailed'

i
<

commodity trade data for all its me Vber states.

133. At this point it should perhaps be explained that international compilations
of trade data are important because they bring the material for individual
countries together in readily accessible form and present at least' the value

!

figure's in a standard unit.

,

134. The Conference of African Statisticians identified three requirements with

respfept to revision of the existing BCA trade documents!

(l) there should be

complete'coverage of all intra-African trade (2) information /on other exports

should concentrate on the principal commodities entering into world trade and
(3) it may be sufficient to show data on other imports In terms of principal
groups of commodities.

.

.

,

.

.

135., These criteria for selecting items would enable regional publications to
achieve more complete coverage without becoming to bulky.. Nevertheless it must
be'emphasised that BCA will need to establish a detailed and comprehensive-store
of information on African trade and, in addition to the work on regular
publications, it must expect to undertake more analytical activity, including
1

1

the" development of trade matrices.

.

.

136. There remains the problem of gathering, all the necessary trade figures
without undue cost or delay.
The expected revision of xJCA's computer equipment
to include magnetic tape facilities will make it easier to exchange information
with the UN Statistical Office and possibly SD3C.
Magnetic.tape may also help in
obtaining information from some countries of the region, but it will not be
of great assistance,..in the case of those which are habitually late in producing
their annual trade reports.
To. some extent, the cumulative data in quarterly
trade publications may serve as an alternative source of information, or
preliminary tabulations limited to SITC totals and selected commodities may be
requested. However, the real solution is to provide a regional advisory
service which would help the countries concerned to produce their trade
statistics more expe&iti.ously«

137* Apart from the two special kinds of activity discussed above, SCA has to
develop its store of general statistical data for the regional Statistical

Yearbook, the Statistical and Sconomic Information Bulletin, the ongoing work of
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other divisions of the secretariat and for meeting ad hoc requests for informa
tion*
There has already been some discussion in this paper on the aouroes of
these data which are national publications, regular international question
naires, periodic collection of information through country visits and ad hoc

questionnaires, plus periodicals, etc published in developed countries.

138.
Clearly the nee.d for up-to-date information requires the continuing and
expanded use of all these data sources,
while at the same time avoiding
duplication-in the data collection process and maintaining the efforts to
standardise statistics»
Some decentralisation of international collection .
arrangements may be involved, but in the long run improvements will be mainly
dependent on the ability of individual countries to distribute data more
quickly.

139.
JBCA has the task of extracting new and revised figures from the increas
ing amount of documentation becoming available and of storing data in a systema

tic and accessible manner.. In some fields, e.g. external trade, industrial
statistics and national accounts, the available information is already fully
or partly computerisedFor other subjects, manually maintained data files are
the principal storage medium.
The provision of a new computer with magnetic
tape will provide a more effective method of storage, and hopefully also the
automatic production of the Statistical Yearbook and data for special purposes.
140#. However, there are a number of considerations which make this arrangement
less simple than appears at first sight.
Inputs to the.magnetic tape store have
to be organised in a very systematic manner, which itself is not easy when
material is received in many different ways.
It is also necessary to be rather
selective in deoiding what information should be put into the store, in order

to ayoid the accumulation .of an unwieldy mass of information to which access Is

difficult.
This constraint reduces the extent to which the data store can
serve as a basis for responding to more detailed ad hoc requests for information.

141.
There are other practical limitations on a data service using what will in
any event be a very small computer. Access may not be very quick Ik a situation

where the machine may be committed to other priority tasks.

Difficulties have

also been experienced in the photo—offset reproduction of computer print-outs.

142. Bearing in mind that figures have to be consolidated and processed for
around 50 African countries, the amount of material involved is considerable.
While there is
every intention of making increased use of computer facilities,
a cautious approach is clearly necessary until their reliability is proved in
terms of performance. In the meantime, manual processing in many fields will
have

to. be maintained.

143. It should be noted that very few agencies have so far attempted integrated
multi-subject data bank operationsx which is what the present paper envisages

as an eventual aim for the African region.

The problem is to develop satisfacto

ry consistency of data between subject fields, which must be done if the material
is to be satisfactory for general analytical purposes.

144. Finally, a word should be said about regional projects grouped Under the
general heading of statistical studies. As indicated earlier, this work is

intended tc* provide broad information on topics for which regular African series
do not exist. Bxoept where separate reports are issued, the results of studies
appeal in the" BOA Statistical and ioonomio Information Bulletin. The large

»/CF.14/CAS.,9/-'r
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number of requests for the document are a reasonable indication of the demand
for the kind of material which BCA is attempting to produce.
145. Statistical studies include the national accounts estimates described
above and a regional survey of purchasing power parities.
Other topics so far
dealt with include terms of trade, the pattern and level of intra-Afrioan trade,

public accounts, capital formation, private consumption expenditure, distribution
and transport.
There is clearly a need for more continuous consolidation of
data in all of these fields;
the studies may serve as guidelines for new work
in data collection and analysis.
146. Africa and its regional commission have to operate in a changing regional

and world situation.

It is important that national and regional statistical

activities should be able to respond in a flexible manner.
However this is
possible only if sufficient forethought is given at both levels to probable
basic data requirements.
Methods of analysis and presentation can always be
modified at short notice, but the collection and collation of the raw mate-rial
has to be

developed on a relatively long term basis.

Special programmes for the improvement of African statistics

147. The basis for assistance given by the United Nations and its specialised
agencies to statistical development throughout the world lies in the preparation \

of international recommendations on methodology, classifications and definitions. \
Help in applying these recommendations takes the form of country expert and
\

regional advisory services, seminars and training courses, plus material
assistance where appropriate.

148. In addition, it has been customary in the fields of population, agriculture
and industry to proclaim world census programmes for the purpose of encouraging
as many countries as possible to collect basic data during or around agreed
■benchmark years.
The remarks in this section of the paper arise largely-from
African response to the 1970 ¥orld Programme of Population and Housing Censuses.
They ooncern the possibility of a somewhat different approach to teohnioal
assistance
149.

in statistics.

Soon after 1970 it became

apparent

that about half of the

countries in the

African region, mainly due to lack of resources, would not be able to participate
In the 1970 round of population censuses.
At the same time there was growing
interest in population structure and trends as essential factors in development

and the -UH Fund for Population Activities was established through voluntary con
tributions to promote, work in this field.
One result was the African Census
Programme, intended to assist countries with difficulties in census-taking.
Sarlier comments made in this paper and by the Conference of African
Statisticians have referred to the possible imbalance in national statistical

activities caused by the census programme.
programme as a tool for statistical

Here the purpose is to examine the

development and to

see

how the experience

derived from it can be applied in the future.

151* The African Census Programme is of special interest because it differs
from previous teohnioal assistance activities in size, the inclusion of a
contribution to local costs and the existence of specially organised regional
supporting services.

\

/
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152«.Perhaps tfce d&sire to regard the programme as a co-ordinated "package deal"
to be implemented within a relatively short period is one of the main factors

which has hampered its progress. This "policy necessitated tha hurried organisa
tion of feasibility missions in all prospective participating countries.
These
had. the' task of drawing up-provisional census plans and budgets, whioh were not
always satisfactory and'are now emerging as a constraint in astablishing moire

realistic arrangements..

:

,

153. Because of. the amount of detailed preparatory work involved, population
censuses in administratively underdeveloped countries rely heavily or long

expert assignments.

The attempt to organise all censuses within a short period

caused an unduly heavy recruitment problem at UN Headquarters.
A further effect
was the scheduling of censuses in some countries at times which wsrs not
convenient in the light of local situations.
Delays due to recruitment
problems and looal difficulties have in fact led to some phasing of thf.
programme which could have "been envisaged at an earlier stage.

154. On the credit side, the African Census Programme will almost certainly
give the region better and more complete basic demographic data than it has
ever had before, a wider interest has been created in statistical operations

and problems, and countries are- gaining a great1deal of practical experience in
field survey work. Prom the point of view of both advantages and disadvantages*
the census programme therefore has to be regarded as a guideline for future
statistical

development activities.

155. The need for a further large scale programme has already appeared in
respect of household data which are one of the principal gap3 in African
,
statistics.
It has to be borne in mind that demographic statistics alone are
of limited value for development purposes. ^They have to be examined with other
social and economic data in a fully inter-related'manner. O-ttuir relevant
factors are the repeated requests made "by countries and the Conference of
African otatisticians for assistance in developing household surveys andr the

unified approach of the International Development Strategy to economic'and
social development.

Mora recently, the World Population Conference emphasised

the relationship between population and development.

156. In the light of these factors the eighth session of the Conference of
, African Statistiuians in November 1973 considered a draft proposal for evolving
a post-census programme of integrated demographic, social and related economic

statistics through household surveys-, .#or brevity,,the project has come to "be

known as the African Household Surveys Programme

'

.

:

15T. *Phe Conference gave its full support and requested the organisation of a
Working Group on Methodology, Organisation and Content of Household Surveys in
1974 to determine teohnical and practical details. In addition a Household
Surveys Programme Steering Committee was established at SCA Headquarters to
ensure a multi-disciplinary approach and adequate co-ordination with other
field activities.

158. The Working Group met in September 1974-

It considered that all essential

household data requirements could be met through repetitivo programmes of surveys
in which each cycle would take approximately four years.
Recommendations were -

made on the development of' permanent field survey organisations, survey method
ology and the timing of household survey efforts in relation to othsr inquiries.
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The Group .also drew up. a provisional timetable and cost plan for the overall
programme, and-requested further action with respect to financial and otiier

arrangements.

.

.

.

■

.'..■'.■-■

159- The practical objective of the programme is to assist individual countries
in establishing ongoing household survey capabilities,to snsure a continuing
supply of inter-relate.d household data-' The work will therefore include
technical assistance projects at the country level and a regional supporting
service, as well as the normal administrative and technical support of TJK Head—
quarters.

,

.

,

.

160. However the programme will differ in some important respects from its
predeoassor in the population census field-

Continuing- survey programmes
involve, less organisational work than population censuses and.it is intended
that a strong regional advisory team will make it unnecessary to recruit, large
numbers of country experts.

The Working Group also expressed ,the view that this
team could operate more effectively from strategic points throughout ,the region

than from EGA Headquarters.

,.''..

161. Secondly, countries'will not be pncouraged to-embark on household surveys

before they have completed their oensuses, so operations are likely to build up
in a natural manner rather than in the forced context of an emergency programme.
It is estimated that around ten African countries could participate in the very
near future, while at least another 20 could benefit from the scheme in a few
years time.
However it is important to provide the nucleus of a regional
advisory team as soon as possible to avoid the accumulation of a "backlog of work*

162» A third consideration is. that the new programme is aimed at the colleotion
of a very much wider variety of data than the census programme,

so a rather
flexible
multi-disciplinary approach is essential.
This flexibility neoessarily extends beyond the soope of household surveys because the establishment of
permanent field survey organisations will also provide better facilities for
collecting statistics of industry, prices, etc. .
.
,
163*- The fourth main difference lies in the financial arrangements for the
programme*
Because of the broad subject coverage it is not envisaged, that any
single agency will serve as principal sponsor.
It is hoped that the United
Rations funds concerned with population* questions and economio and social
development will take an active interest in the programme as a whole, but
operations in individual countries will also provide wide scope for assistance
from all kinds of international and-bilateral sources.
There is also the
further point that, by participating in the programme, African countries will
commit themselves to maintaining permanent survey capabilities;
there is little

point in making the effort to develop such capabilities unless they are intended
as long term data sources.

164. The foregoing descriptions of the African Census Programme and its successor
in the field of household surveys have been presented with the intention of
showing how the earlier methods of assisting African statistical development can
be improved through the use of operational programmes with specific objectives.
The lessons learned so far are that it is unwise to concentrate such programmes
too much in restricted subject fields and that rigidity in organisational
concepts and arrangements should be avoided.
The African Hous3hold Surveys
Programme overcomes these difficulties, but presents a new problem in terms of
its need for support from a number of donor agencies and countries.
This should
not be too difficult in view of the enthusiasm widely expressed for the proposals.

/
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165, Both the census and household survey programmes ooncora the collection of

information at the household level.

The only other group to which official

surveys are normally directed comprises 'business enterprises and their con
stituent establishments. A somewhat similar programme could easily "be envisaged
for improving the statistics on their activities,

166. It does not seem reasonable to extend the present' argument to cover the
development of statistics from administrative sources or; derived compilations
ouch as national accounts* These call for only a few persons with expert
knowledge and organisational ability in each country, and.requirements can "be
met through training and regional advisory assistance , with the support of.,
country experts where necessary.

167» The arrangements outlined above should be sufficient to cover most of the
development requirements of African statistics* but they have to be considered
in relation to the organisational problems discussed earlier in the paper.
Improved data collection and processing can be" achieved only when there is a
general understanding of the need for statistics and national co-ordination of
all relevant activities. A pre-requisite is for statisticians to gain the
oonfidenoe of their governments by demonstrating that they can make th« best
use o*f information already available.

-

■

SOMMAEY OP PRINCIPAL CONSIU&LATIONS

16*8. Assistance given to African statistics in the period before independence
ISft.-the Snglish speaking-countries in a more fortunate position than the
French because efforts were directed more to the development of permanent
statistical services than special inquiries and studies. Much of the work

throughout the region was concentrated on data from administrative sources, but

a start was made on establishment and household statistics*

169. After independence the primary concern was the training of African
professional and middle level statisticians. At the. same time international

and bilateral technical assistance was expanded to help the development of

statistics in particular fields including industry, population, agriculture
and national accounts.
Towards the end of the 1960s there was growing awareness

of the need for a statistical and economic information service at regional level.
170. More recently, tho unified approach to economic and. social development of
the International development Strategy and the national, regional and global
reporting arrangements of the S&cond UN Development Decade, have promoted the
re-orientation of statistical programmes along more comprehensive and integrated
lines.

...

■

.

■

171. However the most tangible effects on African statistics are likely to
result from world economic changes and problems, inoluding trade', monetary
questions, primary commodity prices and inflation. They will not only
eaoour^e the improvement of national statistics, but are also deraonstrating
that the region must act in a concerted manner, which has olear implications
for the regional data service.

172* The new country programming approach of the UN Development Programme has so
far limited the extent of statistical assistance at national and regional !•▼•«■
The somewhat separate activities of UN and its specialised agencies have made it
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difficult for governments to establish integrated statistical pro-grammes.

In

addition, emphasis placed on assistance in individual subject fields has tended
to cause some imbalance in statistical activity.
173* Countries of the region must now determine the importance they wish to
attach to statistics as a basis for economic and social development planning,
short term economic management and administration, and as a service for private
business.
They alao have to specify subject priorities in the form of overall
statistical programmes, preferably within the context of national development
plans.
They should also support the establishment of a strong regional
statistical service,
because economically small countries cannot easily assess

their individual positions in the world situation and their separate negotiat
ing powers are limited.

174* Since 1961 there has been a continuing input to statistical development in
the form of training, concentrating first on relieving an acute shortage.of
middle level statisticians and later expanding to produce professional staff at

institutions in the region.
The statistical training programme has achieved
its original numerical objectives, but national statistical services still have
staff problems due to loss of personnel*

.

175- Better results might have been achieved if severely practical training at
the professional level had been givan first priority.
This would have given
better continuity in the leadership of statistical services, .as well as scope
for the in—service training of middle level personnel instead of using
expensive regional institutions.
Against this is the general requirement that
training should be broad enough to qualify capable persons for more advanced
studies.
However it is unwise for African education and training to follow the
arrangements of developed countries too closely and there is a further need for
improvement in secondary school facilities*

176« Country technical assistance experts provided by international and bilateral
agencies have also made a significant contribution to African statistics*

In

recent years there has been a marked shift towards assignments in population
.statistics;
othsr fields such as industrial statistics and sample surveys "have

received relatively little attention.
177- Regional

advisory services have

country experts, but are

effectively supplemented the work of

also currently concentrated on population statistics.

However the position is likely to improve with the introduction of a new "and
broader programme aimed at the development of continuing household surveys.
The use of regional advisers can greatly reduce the requirements for country
experts and is also a better means of co-ordinating activities between countries
and promoting the adoption of standardised definitions, classifications, etc.

178* A further input to statistical development is the application of standard
methodology*

Seminars and working groups are the most usual means of providing.

specialised training and developing regional adaptations. _ BCA has conducted
some 54 ..technical statistical meetings, among which emphasis has been placed on
national'. accounts and population statistics.

African countries believe these

meetings to be of considerable, value and appreciate that in future they will
have to assume more technical and financial responsibility for their organisa
tion*

179» In many countries-close links have been established be-tween statistics and

planning, but the statistical-offices are.jof'ten in a subordinate position.■'

:

Also only about half the countries of the region have any kind of field organ

isation and there is a strong tendency to decentralise statistical activities*
The link with planning agencies and decentralisation both help to make more
funds available for statistics, but have disadvantages in some loss of
,

independence and oc-ordination*

180. Although national statistical offices have primary responsibility for
domestic data services,

they are facing increasing demands for regional and

global statistics.
This is justified because individual countries are
ultimately.the principal users of these statistics in evaluating their positions

in overall production,

trading and other situations.

However internationally

co-ordinated data are useful only if they axe up-to-date-

The UK System of National Accounts provides gui<lance in the collection,,
presentation and analysis of economic data.
A system of social and demographic
statistics is currently under development.
However.more emphasis is now being
placed on the practical requirement of collectinb basic information and on the

use of field surveys in this connection.
Revised recommendations on statistical
series to be collected in developing oountries are in course of preparation.

182. One of ECA's principal concerns at the present time is to obtain up-to— date information on African countriesData from all possible sources are
amalgamated to produce estimates of the regional situation at the end of each
year.
This involves additional data collection activities at regional level,
but no difficulty is envisaged in co-ordinating these with the international
reporting arrangements,
-

183. The availability of statistics from African countries is improving, but
there are still notable gaps in social statistics and severe delays in national
acoounts, balance of payments, manufacturing production, and other figures.

184- atternal trade is probably the most important field in which statistics are
needed*

These data

are fairly well

are required to bring them to

developed in Africa, but many improvements,

their full potential.

.

185* Demographic statistics come next in importance and tfforts are already
being made to improve them.
However, brcader information on household sectors
remains the principal deficiency in-African statistics.
It is an important
constraint on plan and policy formulation, particularly in view of the unified
approach to economic and social development.
Household data are also relevant

In reducing the dual nature of African economies and better information is

needed on household income., structure, consumption and productive activity as a
basis for assessing the effects of particular projects, economic controls and
policies.

.

-

.

186. Other problems of African statistics lie in assessing the results of
service activities and in the unsatisfactory coverage of price, industrial and
employment statistics.

In national accounts there

are

special

difficulties

relating to timeliness, standardisation, and their application as an analytical
tool.
Two specially weak branches of national acoounts are balance of payments
and capital formation.
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18T» The most promising solution tn the organisational and technical problems
enumerated above is to establish a continuing review in each country of
statistical requirements and programmes through a standing inter-agency
oomtni-Stee consisting of senior officials under the chairmanship of a wellrespected minister™
The objectives of such a committee are to determine the '
place of statistics within the overall context of government operations, to
establish a fully co-ordinated programme of work which may involve a number of
ministries and departments and, in so doing, to promote a better understanding
of what the statistical service has to offer,

188. Committee work is time-consuming, but the time is well spent if it results
in more resources for statistical development.
The existeno3 of a committee
does not result in loss of responsibility by government statisticians and there
are many practical advantages*

l89« In adopting this approach consideration must be given to (l) immeoiate
objectives which do not call for any great increase in existing statistical

resources and (2) longer term development which requires expansion of data

collection and processing capabilities and possibly the introduction of better.

methodology*

190. With regard to (l) use.can be made of the data already available in

I

statistical offices and other government agencies•
Its earlier publication and
distribution -^ould result in an immediate improvement in African statistics,
which alono would justify the steering committee operations suggentod above*

191• The longer term development envisaged .in (2) normally rcquirsc oo-opeiation
"between the

statistical office and other government agencies,

For this,

a

formal means of inter—agency cc—ordination is necessary.
192* The forego5.ng considerations lead to
improvement of African statistics:

(1)

the following requirements for the

Go-*ordination and acceleration of all national data collection and
publication,

which can be achieved without

significant additional

resources.

(2)

Improvement of external trade statistics with respect to
both timeliness and coverage.

(3)

Fulfilment of current commitments with respect to population
censuses and implementation of necessary follnw-up oparationa*

(4)

Rationalisation and expansion of direct data collection from house™

--

holds and establishments through the development of permanent field
fviwey organisations, with the objeotiTOs of securing continuing
supplies of integrated demographic,
and extending the

(5)

social and related economic data,

coverage of statistics of industry,

prices, etc.

Standardisation of national accounting arrangements, improvement of
data on particular components,

and the more

active use of national

accounts for the examination of economic trends
up—to—date basis.

and problems on an
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193. Uhee«a requirements can "be net satisfactorily only through the use of
standing inter—agency committees for the planning and co-ordination of

statistical work at the national level.
Statistics has: to be regarded as an
essential national service in which agencies throughout the governmental eystea
participate under the leadership of the central statistical office*
194. The output of the regional statistical service operated "by BCA comprises
regular publications, statistical studies intended to fill some of the more
Important data gaps, and responses to ad hoo requ3sts for information.
Essential aspects of the work are the collection of up—to—date information and
the provision of national accounts estimates for the whole region.
The
estimates are progressively refined in the light of new material and are made'in
collaboration with other international agencies. There are continuing efforts
to encourage the participation of African oountries in this work.

195. The three principal agencies concerned with African data on external trade
are the International Trade Centre of the VS Statistical Office, the Statistical
Office of the Buropeari Economic Comiminity and 3CA.
All have their own ■
publications at different levels of coverage and detail and there is a growing
need to oentralise comprehensive trade data for the region.
It is not
practicable to increase the bulk of BCA publications, so the aim will be to
achieve complete coverage of intra-Afrioan trade and to treat other movements

of goods more selectively. The -comprehensive information to be included in the
SCA store of trade statistics will be used for analytical work, but its develop
ment is dependent on improved computer facilities to enable the exchange of
information on magnetic tape.
In addition, countries of the region need
assistance in providing better trade data more quickly-

/

196* Attention is being given to development of the regional store of general
statistical data. Material will be computerised as far as possible, but many

manual records will have to be maintained for some time to come.
multi-subject data bank will take a long time to

develop.

An integrated
-

197. The statistical studies mentioned earlier are proving an effective and
popular means of providing information oh topics for which regular series do not
yet exist. They also serve as guidelines for the improvement" of national
statiatios. It is important that both national and regional statistical
aotivities should respond to changes in data requirements in a flexible manner,
but foresight is needed for the effective organisation of data collection.

198. United Nations assistance in applying international statistical recommenda
tions has hitherto taken-the form of country and regional expert services,

seminars and training courses, plus material assistance where appropriate. In
additions world census programmes have been used to encourage the collection of

benchmark data in various fields.

199. A somewhat different kind of assistance has been initiated by the African
Census Programme which is intended to help oountries unable to participate in
the 1970 round of population censuses. . The difference arises from the size of.
the programme, the inclusion of a contribution to local costs and the existence
of specially organised regional supporting services•

200. Operational difficulties encountered in the census programme have provided
a number of practical lessons in the organisation of large scale assistance to
statistical development. These lessons are being applied in evolving a poet-

r

oenaus programme of integrated demographi^>y-~80olal and related eoonomio
Btatlstios through household surveys.

201. The new programme will aim to establish permanent field survey organisations
In African countries.
It will rely on a strong regional advisory service rather
than country experts, and it will "be organised in a phased manner to avoid undue
fluctuations In work loads.
Its wide subject coverage necessitates a multidlsoiplinary approach and also financing by a number of donor agencies and
countries*

202* In general, it appears that earlier methods of assisting African
statistical development can be improved through the use of operational
programmes with specific objectives.
However suoh programmes should not be
concentrated too much in restricted subject fields and flexibility is needed
in organisational concepts and arrangements.
In addition to the census and
household survey programmes, a somewhat similar effort could be envisaged for
the Improvement of establishment statistics•

203. Programmes of assistance are not the key to statistical development.
requisite is that African statisticians should endeavour to solve their ba«io
organisational problems and to gain the confidence of their governments by
dealing with existing data more expeditioualy.
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